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showed that users reading HTML books recall the location of a
piece of information using images surrounding the text [22].
When there is an illustration following each paragraph in an
HTML handbook, readers often used these, in conjunction with
the table of contents, to determine which sections were relevant.

ABSTRACT
The representation of information collections needs to be
optimized for human cognition. While documents often include
rich visual components, collections, including personal
collections and those generated by search engines, are typically
represented by lists of text-only surrogates. By concurrently
invoking complementary components of human cognition,
combined image-text surrogates will help people to more
effectively see, understand, think about, and remember an
information collection. This research develops algorithmic
methods that use the structural context of images in HTML
documents to associate meaningful text and thus derive combined
image-text surrogates. Our algorithm first recognizes which
documents consist essentially of informative and multimedia
content. Then, the algorithm recognizes the informative sub-trees
within each such document, discards advertisements and
navigation, and extracts images with contextual descriptions.
Experimental results demonstrate the algorithm’s efficacy. An
implementation of the algorithm is provided in combinFormation,
a creativity support tool for collection authoring. The enhanced
image-text surrogates enhance the experiences of users finding
and collecting information as part of developing new ideas.

The New York Public Library [28] and NSF [27] are among those
who have recognized the importance of utilizing image-text
surrogates for representing their collections. A surrogate
represents an information resource and enables access to that
resource [2]. However, these image-text surrogates are carefully
prepared by experts, which is expensive. Many collections could
benefit from visual representations. In order to alleviate the
burden of manually forming such rich representations, we develop
algorithmic methods that use the structural context of images
meaningful content descriptors in HTML documents to derive
image-text surrogates (Figure 1). This work can transform
people’s everyday experiences with information collections to be
more efficient, creative, and enjoyable.
In development of the algorithm, we break the problem down into
three stages (Figure 2). We begin with the observation that some
pages on the web function as informative content pages, which
contain materials designed to communicate to users information
and knowledge on a particular topic. Others, each of which
consists essentially of a set of links, function as index pages
(Figure 3). Thus, the first stage of the algorithm recognizes
whether a page is a content page or an index page. Moving
forward, we observe that on the web, even within a content page,
we find some areas that function primarily as navigation and
advertisement; only part of the document is informative. Thus,
only for content pages, stage 2 of the algorithm identifies the most
informative content body within a document, and discards the
rest. Once this informative content body is identified, we then set
out, in stage 3, to extract informative images and the relevant text
content. This relevant text content then provides the contextual
metadata for the images within it. For example, Figure 1 shows
the final output of the algorithm, the image and rich descriptive
text extracted from a content page in Figure 3.
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1. INTRODUCTION
While available media and human needs continue to grow rapidly,
people have limited cognitive resources for acquiring information.
Humans will benefit from rich sensory multimedia resources
found in compound documents as they engage in activities such
as research, collecting, and authoring. Liesaputra and Witten
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Figure 1. Final output of the algorithm, the image and rich
descriptive text extracted from a content page in Figure 3
bottom.
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This paper begins by discussing the
background of this research and
related work. Then we present our
information extraction algorithm, and
experiments
and
analysis
to
demonstrate the performance of the
algorithm. Finally, we discuss the
results, draw conclusions and derive
directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Often, algorithms and technologies
are designed and implemented
without fully taking into account Figure 2. Three stages of our information extraction algorithm. Stage 1 determines the page
human cognitive abilities, the ways
categorization, stage 2 recognizes the informative sub-tree of the content body page, and
we perceive and handle information.
stage 3 extracts informative images and text, which are ingredients to form rich document
That is, researchers and engineers
surrogates, from the sub-tree.
often develop computing technologies
search tasks with enhanced thumbnails, than they did with text
in relative isolation [15]. Thus, in order to reduce a gap between
summaries or plain thumbnails. Our research, image-text
design, human perception, and technology, we connect findings
representation for documents, builds on these results. Instead of
from cognitive psychology, multimodal surrogate representation,
the thumbnail images, we use images from the documents and
content based image retrieval, and information extraction from
develop an extraction algorithm to reveal significant meanings in
web pages. In this section, we discuss prior research methods that
a visual form.
support our research and are most relevant to our algorithm. We
start by the human working memory that allows people to remain
2.3 Content-Based Image Retrieval
consciously aware of visual and verbal information.
Research in content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is presented in
a comprehensive survey paper by Liu et al. [25]. Among all
research areas in CBIR, the web image retrieval is the most
relevant technique to our approach. Similar to our approach, web
image retrieval research extracted text surrounding images from
documents to generate semantics for the images [3][11]. However,
our approach goes further by expanding from the caption to a
more descriptive textual context, at the paragraph level
surrounding images. We first recognize informative content pages
to identify the pages that contain rich explanatory information.
We then extract descriptive text relevant to images. The extracted
descriptive text can function as additional contextual metadata for
images, which can contribute in enhancing image retrieval results
for CBIR research. Further, we utilize extracted informative
images and contextual metadata to form surrogates so that people
can better understand information.

2.1 Cognition of Images and Text
Cognition, according to dual coding theory, involves the activity
of two complementary subsystems: a verbal system specialized
dealing directly with language and a nonverbal (imagery) system
for nonlinguistic objects and events [29]. The internal
representations are connected to sensory input and response
output systems as well as to each other, so that they can function
cooperatively to mediate nonverbal and verbal behavior.
Glenberg et al. have established that the combination of an image
and descriptive text promotes the formation of mental models, and
extends working memory capacity [12]. Carney [5] and
Moreno [26] have found that dual coding strategies enhance
cognition during educational experiences of digital media. Thus,
multimedia combining images and text is a more effective
representation than image or text alone.

2.4 Information Extraction Algorithms

2.2 Multimodal Surrogate Representations

Extensive prior research addresses the problem of information
extraction from web pages. Detailed background about
information extraction research is covered in the survey papers
such as [6] and [20]. We focus on methods most relevant to the
present research.

As the representation of information to the human being for
interaction, the surrogate plays an important role in people’s
finding, discovering and selecting media. A search result snippet
is a typical example. Many common surrogates are represented
with text-only. Better surrogate representations combine text with
other modalities to support cognition.

Several automated or nearly automated wrapper generation
methods have been developed [1][7][8][24][33]. Like some prior
researchers [23][31][37], instead of generating wrappers for
particular websites, our algorithm is based on generally breaking
documents down into block structures, and developing significant
features that identify which blocks contain informative content.
Like other researchers [7][24][30][31], we start by building a
Document Object Model (DOM) [32] tree from each HTML
document. Some prior research has defined blocks in the DOM
tree by relying only on <table> tags [23], but other tags also can
define blocks such as <p> or <div> tags. So we identify content
blocks based on the full set of block tags, and then determine

Marchionini et al. investigated the use of multimodal surrogates
for video browsing [10][34] by comparing users’ performance and
experience using different surrogate formats for digital videos.
Combined surrogates lead to better comprehension and reduced
human processing time. Woodruff et al. investigated the efficacy
of “enhanced thumbnails” as navigational surrogates for
documents [35]. They start with a reduced screen shot of an entire
web page. An enhanced thumbnail is annotated with a larger
textual “call out,” which indicates the presence of a key phrase
from a search result set. Users performed significantly better on
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Explorer library to perform the layout of web pages, as an
intermediate processing stage. A problem with this visual
approach is that it requires downloading images and rendering
pages to extract features for the algorithm; because this relies on
networks downloads, it can be too resource-intensive for use in
interactive systems. One end product of this work is the
identification of significant visual blocks mostly in index pages.
However, researchers need to tune the threshold value for
different types of index pages to indentify the fine-grained blocks
in the pages. Combining visual features with our approach may be
beneficial, but without those features, our research solves the
extraction problem with promising performance, and what is
better it can operate with fewer resources on diverse platforms.

whether a block is informative or not based on features in subtrees that contain the block. Yi et al. also use block tags and
ignored the style tags to build the style tree to form a
template [36], as did Zhao et al., who developed a search result
mining template with block tags [38]. Our previous work also
built a Document Surrogate Model from DOM tree only using the
block tags, and achieved good performance in web information
extraction [18]. The current extraction approach is different from
these related works, including our previous work, in that it does
not depend on templates and training data, yet it achieves accurate
results.
Some research has applied visual features, such as x and y
coordinate information rendered in the browser. The VIPS
algorithm is based on visual layout [4], and Chen et al. [9] and He
et al. [13] also used the visual features such as the position of the
blocks of the pages rendered in the system. A notable aspect of
this research is that it depends on using Microsoft Internet

Recent MSR Asia research has also found that the pictures in web
pages could be added into search result pages and provide richer
contextual descriptions [21]. In order to generate the image
excerpts, they consider the dominance of each picture in each web
page and the relevance of the picture to the query. A single
“dominant image” is identified for each document. Various image
features have been developed to extract the dominant image.
Image size was found to be almost twice as good as a detector
than any other feature. They claimed that dominant images tend
to be photographs containing human faces; this conclusion would
seem to be dependent on the type or content in web pages, and not
generalizable. Thus, it is important to know the page
categorization before we form surrogates. Otherwise, for an
example of the Figure 3 top index page, their dominant image
detection approach will extract and index Raul Castro’s image,
which is the top story of CNN only during a certain period of time,
and represent Castro’s image as an image excerpt for the search
result of the query CNN. Instead of seeking a single dominant
image, our algorithm identifies multiple image-text surrogates for
a single document. This is beneficial for matching with terms
from a search query, which may address one particular document
sub-component, and more optimally fulfill the user’s information
needs.

3.

INFORMATION EXTRACTION
ALGORITHM

The human-centered computing approach of our information
extraction algorithm, presented in this section, is based on a
perspective on how people comprehend media -- with visual
cognition. We would like to provide better, richer representations
for informative content pages in collection views, so that people
engaged in working with and developing collections can access
and understand information more efficiently. Figure 3 shows
examples of index and content pages.
Index pages contain collections of information, with a density of
hyperlinks. For index pages, collection representations can be
changed based on how stylistic choices by the authors create
them, but not the actual informative contents that these index
pages hyperlink to. Thus, we start by identifying informative
content pages for which users need representations. Some
informative content pages contain navigation and advertisement
parts along with information. Therefore, our algorithm selects the
sub-tree that contains the informative contents. Then it extracts
the rich media with descriptive text from the sub-tree. With the
extracted elements, we can form surrogates for the informative

Figure 3. Top: Index Page; Bottom: Content Page.
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expression (2) indicates the ratio of the significant words to the all
the words, and sub-expression (3) shows the ratio of nonstopwords to all words. These parameters align with the
characteristics of content bodies, so the higher the number of
significant words, the ratio of the significant words, and the ratio
of the non-stop words are then the higher the rank of the node will
be and the probability of the node to belong in content body will
become higher.

content pages. The three stages of our algorithm procedure are in
Figure 2.

3.1 Categorize Index Page or Content Page
In order to categorize index and content pages, we investigated
their primary differences. As our main interest is recognizing the
informative content, we examine an informative content body,
surrounded by a rectangle in Figure 3 bottom. As only a content
page contains a content body, we can categorize the document by
determining existence of the content body.

We created a data structure that maintains the highest rank nodes
in sorted order. While parsing a page and building the DOM tree,
the algorithm discovers DOM nodes and calculates ranking
weights (see Figure 4). The data structure is filled by these nodes
with rank greater than 0. The nodes for which the rank is 0
contain text that is surrounded by links or stopwords. This sorted
data structure is iteratively updated. When parsing is finished, the
data structure will contain the highest rank nodes present in the
DOM tree.

Here are the essential characteristics of the content body
compared to the other parts of documents:
 The sub-tree that holds the content body has a greater number
of significant words than other parts. The number of significant
words is a numerical value that measures the presence of
important descriptive and explanatory textual content.
 The ratio of the stopword count to the total word count in the
content body is minimized in comparison to the other parts.
Stopwords are words that are very frequent, and do not carry
meaning, such as ‘the’. Thus, more significant words consisting
of explanatory textual contents are expected in informative
content bodies than other parts. We included web stopwords
such as ‘email’ or ‘advertisement’ in the stopwords list.

Then, the algorithm iterates through the data structure to find a
common ancestor node that holds these highest ranked nodes. If
the algorithm cannot find a common ancestor node for any of
these highest rank nodes, it recognizes this page as an index page.
Otherwise, the algorithm recognizes the page as a content page,
and the common ancestor node is identified as the content body
node.

 The content body has more words not surrounded by the
<a> tag, as compared to other parts. The words surrounded by
the <a> tag mostly represent hyperlinked documents, not the
current document. For example, when the hyperlinked words
are parts of descriptions in the current document, more
information about the hyperlinked text resides in the linked
documents, and other significant explanation of information are
contained as non-hyperlinked text in the current documents. In
the case of the navigation parts of web pages, all texts are
surrounded by the <a> tag to represent other pages, so there are
no non-hyperlinked words. So, this is also a significant indicator
that how many words are not hyperlinked in the content body
sub-tree.

Instead of breaking down the document from the root DOM node,
we took a bottom-up approach from the highest ranked nodes to
determine the content body. If we took a top-down approach, we
would need to calculate and compare the ranks among different
combinations of sub-trees in the DOM to find the fine-grain
content body. The bottom-up approach reduces the operation’s
computational complexity by maintaining the sorted data structure
for the highest ranked nodes. Thus, the algorithm determines the
categorization of the page while it is parsing the HTML page and
building the DOM tree.
Below is the algorithm for the categorization of an index page or
a content page.

We developed DOM node ranking metrics that are designed to
assign high weights to DOM nodes with content body
characteristics. As the metrics utilize the text in the node, the
nodes that do not hold any text will be ignored. Here is the DOM
node ranking metric:

Algorithm: Categorization of an index page or a content page
Require: an HTML page
Ensure: page category (either an index page or a content page)
1. SortedArrayList highRankNodes[k]; (sorted data structure;
k=10 in the current implementation)

Snode = nw(node.text ) − nw(node.atext )
rank ( node) = S node × [

(1)

S node
nw( node.text ) − nstopw(node.text )
]
]×[
nw(node.text )
nw(node.text )

(2)

2. Node contentBody;
3. while building a DOM do

(3)

4.

Maintain the highRankNodes;

5. end while

nw(text) = word counts of the text
nstopw(text) = stopword counts of the text
node.text = text that the DOM node is holding
node.atext = text that is surrounded by <a> tag and the DOM node
is holding

6. while iterate highRankNodes do
7.

Check the common ancestor node of the each entry;

8. end while
9. contentBody = the common ancestor node that holds most of
the nodes in highRankNodes;

The first parameter among the ranking metrics is (1), Snode, the
significance of the DOM node. The Snode shows how many
significant words the node holds for the current page. Sub-

10. if contentBody.exist() then
11.
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return “content page”;

Figure 4. The algorithm recognizes the content body node by identifying the highest rank nodes in the DOM.
12. else
13.

derive our algorithmic methods by employing continuous iterative
design and experimentation.

return “index page”;

14. end if

In each image node, the size of the images can be specified in
attributes of the HTML, but it is not required for document
authors to provide this information. We use the attribute values
when they are specified, but when they are not, we need to
download the images in the content body to determine their sizes.
We tried to use the presence of images’ hyperlinks as a feature,
but while in most cases these refer to other documents, in some
sites they are used to show a bigger size of the informative image.
Thus, we didn’t use it as a feature to recognize the informative
images. Still, in most cases, images that have hyperlinks are
highly probable to represent the hyperlinked document, not the
current one. Future research will use the mime type of the
hyperlink destination to incorporate this feature.

3.2 Recognize Informative Content
The content body node determined by the previous algorithm
holds the informative text, but it does not necessarily hold the
informative images. The common characteristic is that the
informative images reside in the same branch from the root DOM
node and are closest to the informative text. The informative
images reside in the context of where the informative text is, and
their closeness in the document structure shows meaningful
relationships between images and text.
Thus, we determine the parent of the content body node as the
sub-tree that holds informative content. The sub-tree is presented
in Figure 4, (3) with the triangle region.

Associated text for an image is clipped from the informative text
that resides in the sub-tree of the determined content body node.
We extracted available caption text by finding the nearest text to
each informative image in the DOM tree. If the caption text or alt
text is available, we select an associated text context from the
content body, using a co-occurrence analysis of terms, in order to
expand the representation of the image’s meaning. Using these
methods, we derive combined image-text surrogates for each
content page document. While the image-text surrogates serve as
cognitively rich representations of the document, the associated
text context also functions as a rich form of metadata for each
image.

3.3 Extract Informative Images and Text
After we determine the sub-tree that holds informative content,
we identify the informative images and contextual text within it.
Even in the informative sub-tree, there could be non-informative
images such as copyright or icon images. Thus, in the selection
process, we utilize these features of informative images:
 Informative images reside in the sub-tree of the nodes that
hold informative content.
 Image size: Small images are usually icons or copyright
images. We reject images that are too small (width is lower than
24 pixels and height is lower than 35 pixels).

4. EXPERIMENTS

 Image aspect ratio: Navigation bars or advertisement images
mostly have a high aspect ratio. We reject images with a high
aspect ratio (larger than 0.9).

In this section, we report empirical results obtained by applying
our information extraction algorithm to determine the
categorization of web pages, identify the content body from the
content pages, and recognize the informative images and text
within the informative sub-tree in the context of the content body
node. As there were no publicly available test datasets that are
appropriate for our experiments, we collected our own test dataset
from the Web to demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm.

 Text in the image URL or alt attribute: Eliminate images
that have web stop words like ‘ad’, or ‘advertisement’ words.

The threshold values for the image size and image ratio are
derived from experience in development and use of the visual
collection representation system, combinFormation, with web
pages for more than six years (Section 5 and [16]). The threshold
values have been utilized and tuned as part of user studies. We

4.1 Datasets
We required appropriate test data to validate the algorithm. We
could not use the TREC test dataset because we required that the
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Figure 5. Experiment results show Precision, Recall, F1, and Accuracy for the news collection, research collection, and total
collection of news and research.

informative images and text in each document be labeled. We
couldn’t use the other researchers’ datasets which are publicly
available (e.g., OMINI: http://disl.cc.gatech.edu/Omini/), because
they are solving a different problem, data record extraction, so
their test datasets mostly consist of search result pages. There are
some researches that have solved similar information extraction
problems from news web pages [30][31] and they used labeled
news pages like us. However, they have not made their test
datasets publicly available.

4.3 Experimental Results

So, we built a digital library system for labeling and managing the
test collection, and an appropriate test dataset [17]. So far, we
have collected and labeled 239 content pages from news sites,
which are 80 pages from CNN, 52 from the BBC, 54 from ABC,
and 53 from Scientific American. We also collected index pages
from same sites. They are 27 pages from CNN, 77 pages from
BBC, 23 from ABC, 36 from NYTimes, and 15 pages from
Scientific American. We call this test dataset the news collection.
We created another test dataset, the research collection. In this
collection, we collected pages from university labs and research
center sites such NSF, PARC, Microsoft Research, IBM
Research, and Los Alamos Laboratory. We collected 151 research
content pages and 103 research index pages. This is on-going
research. We will continue to collect and label more test pages for
our research community. The test dataset is publicly available to
researchers at

In the news collection, we had 277 content pages, and 177 index
pages. The algorithm recognized 275 pages correctly as content
pages, while miscategorizing 2 pages. It also recognized 152
pages correctly as index pages, and failed to categorize the
remaining 25 pages. The precision is 0.917, recall is 0.993, and
the F1 is 0.953. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
algorithm (see Figure 5).

We present the performance result of the three parts of our
algorithm separately, and discuss the overall results. The results
show that our algorithm achieves high accuracy in finding
informative images and associated text from documents by
leveraging the DOM structure and semantic features associated
with images and text.

4.3.1 Page Categorization

In the research collection, we had 151 content pages, and 103
index pages. The algorithm determined 146 pages correctly as
content page and missed 5 pages. 63 index pages are correctly
categorized as index and 40 index pages are categorized
incorrectly. Thus, the precision of the algorithm with the research
collection is 0.785, recall is 0.967, and F1 is 0.866 (see Figure 5).
We integrated the news collection and research collection to
analyze the performance of the total collection. With the total
collection, the prevision is 0.866, the recall is 0.984, and the F1 is
0.921 (see Figure 5).

http://ecologylab.net/testcollections/

We investigated the reason why the precision is lower than the
recall by investigating failed index pages in categorization. The
reason is that the problem index pages contain not only links but
also substantial informative content. One example of these pages
is in Figure 6. Small gray rectangle boxes in Figure 6 are
highlighting the informative content text, so the HTML nodes
holding the text will be ranked high. The parent node of those
nodes is holding all the highest rank nodes, so the algorithm will
determine the parent node as a content body. As this page has a
content body, the categorization of the algorithm will be
identified as a content page.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
In a statistical classification task, the precision for a class is the
number of true positives (i.e. the number of items correctly
labeled as belonging to the class) divided by the total number of
elements labeled as belonging to the class (the sum of true
positives and false positives). Recall is defined as the number of
true positives divided by the total number of elements that
actually belong to the class (i.e. the sum of true positives and false
negatives). F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision
and recall. The traditional F-measure, known as F1, is the evenly
weighted mean of precision and recall. The accuracy is the
number of all correctly labeled among the total elements.

4.3.2 Informative Content Body Detection
In the news collections, 237 pages are labeled among the 277
content pages for use in our algorithm evaluation. The label
contains where the content body is and what are the informative
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images and text. Among the 237 labeled content pages, the
content body nodes of 203 pages are correctly determined. The
accuracy of determining the content body is 0.857, and the error
is 0.143. Among the research test collection, 126 pages out of 146
labeled content pages were correctly identified. The accuracy of
determining the content body is 0.863, and the error is 0.137.

4.3.3 Informative Image Detection
Our algorithm correctly detected 222 images out of 237 pages that
are labeled from the news collection, and 128 images out of 146
pages. All of the pages from which the algorithm did not extract
informative images are text-only content pages, so there are no
labels for informative images as well. Therefore, we could
determine all of the informative images from the labeled
informative content pages.

We investigated pages that have failed in the content body
detection. The algorithm failed because the content body nodes
detected by our algorithm were not exactly the labeled nodes.
However, the detected nodes were still holding the content body.
The example the failure page in Figure 7 shows why we failed to
determine the labeled content body. Even for a human, it is
difficult to identify the content body node for this example. The
labeled outer rectangle border shows what is labeled and it
includes the navigation parts in the right side. The inner rectangle
border shows what the algorithm determined as a content body,
and it excludes the title part of the article. However, there is no
node that is holding both title and the article content in this
example page.

The performance of the image detection algorithm is better than
the content body detection algorithm because the error in the
content body detection is not really misidentifying the content
body as explained in the previous section. The performance of
informative image detection demonstrated that the informative
images all reside in the sub-tree of the content body detected from
the routine of the algorithm in the previous section. This means
that from the correctly recognized content pages, we can extract
images and contextual text accurately.
As both the informative images and text reside in the sub-tree of
the informative content, in the same document context, we can
associate the image with the text from the content body node.

From this analysis, we find that our algorithm performs accurately
in most cases, but that sometimes it is difficult to judge which
node to identify as a content body node that holds informative
elements in its sub-tree. For the failed cases in the content body
detection, as the recognized nodes hold the informative content,
they are not really failed cases.

5. CASE STUDY: combinFormation
combinFormation is a collection authoring system that integrates
searching, browsing, and exploring information on the
Web [14][16][19]. The system provides a visual cognitive
interface, using interactive temporal media elements generated by

Figure 6. An index page from NSF web site. Even though
this is an index page, unlike other index pages, it has
informative images and descriptive text information like in a
content body. Thus, our algorithm fails to determine these
pages as index pages.

Figure 7. An example page that failed in determining the content
body node. The outer rectangle border shows what is labeled as
the content body block, and the inner rectangle border shows
what the algorithm determined as the content body.
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form of increased relevance of surrogates, and higher quality
metadata. For each image surrogate we included and additional
metadata field, ‘context’, to present our rich descriptive text
extracted from the document context through our algorithm (see
Figure 8).

a computational semantic modeling structure with the human-inthe-loop algorithm. People can initiate the system by specifying
search queries or clicking one of the interesting collections of
documents provided by the system. Then, the system generates
relevant document surrogates as annotated visual media elements
over time. People can interact with them by expressing interest or
manipulating them based on their own understanding by using the
design tools. The system agents respond to a person’s interaction
by generating more relevant media. With combinFormation, the
system and participants can work together to discover
serendipitous media and author new media compositions which
can be shared with others and published on the Web. Our research
has established that this mixed-initiative system supports people
in creating and developing new ideas while interacting with found
visual information [16].

In future work, we expect to conduct user studies to demonstrate
that this enhanced combinFormation will better support people in
information discovery and authoring new creative media
collections. By information discovery, we mean tasks that involve
problem formation and having ideas while searching for,
collecting, and organizing media [16].

6. CONCLUSION
The performance of the algorithm is promising. We found over
90% recall with all of the news collection, research collection,
and total test collection. The average precision was 85%, which is
almost as good. The reduction in the precision was because the
algorithm fails to categorize index pages that contain substantial
information about their hyperlinks. The algorithm’s struggles with
these cases are not surprising, as they are also difficult for human
beings to label. Thus, future research will work on further

We have implemented the presented algorithm in
combinFormation to derive image-text surrogates, a better visual
and semantic representation. As the algorithm is executed during
document parsing, there is no bottleneck in people’s interaction
with the system. We observe significant improvement in
combinFormation’s performance with the new algorithm, in the

Figure 8. Semantic metadata details-on-demand of an image surrogate with rich contextual metadata in the ‘context’ field,
recognized by the current algorithm, in a composition space created with the collection authoring tool combinFormation.
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We have taken a human-centered computing approach to
collection representation by identifying the representations for
documents that will best support cognition, and have developed
an algorithm to automatically derive these image-text surrogate
representations. Our algorithm will support automatically
generating cognitively and aesthetically better representations that
improve the user experience: image-text surrogates. This is of
value for digital libraries, which are now embracing not only their
own contents but also supporting documents from the Web.
Further, our algorithm will recognize the document category and
the existence or absence of significant informative contents within
those documents. This method will help digital libraries, search
engines, collection visualization tools, and other information
systems to automatically determine whether the documents are
worth including in their collection repositories, and how to rank
them for the user.

defining the semantics of these hybrid “index content” pages like
a page in Figure 6. We will also continue to collect and label
more and various types of test pages to validate and improve our
algorithm, and share the test data collections with the research
community.
We will refine our algorithm and metrics to determine these index
content pages by ranking the content body node with the link
threshold. Or, we can recognize recurring similar sub-tree
patterns, which are inside the content body node of the index
content pages. Then, we will work on recognizing their entry
components and extracting useful semantics from them.
With the content pages recognized by the algorithm, the next
stages of the algorithm can extract the informative images and
descriptive text accurately. We demonstrated that determining the
informative sub-tree from the content pages is a significant step
for the accurate information extraction.
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The presented algorithm recognizes significant descriptions for
multimedia content, specifically images, from document context.
The algorithm can easily be extended beyond images to recognize
other media embedded into web pages, such as video, Flash,
SVG, or audio. The approach will be similar. For example with a
YouTube reference, the revised algorithm will recognize content
pages that contain video elements. The algorithm will locate each
video reference in the content body of the page, connecting each
video in the sub-tree of the content body with descriptive text,
which can function as metadata that describes it. With this
extracted media and associated text in the document structure
context, we can form visual multimedia surrogates for the
documents.
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